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Nanoadhesion of elastic bodies: Roughness and temperature effects
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We present a simple model which illustrates the nature of the contact between an elastic solid and
a hard surface with cosine-corrugation profile. In the continuum limit, the contact mechanics
depends only on two dimensionless parameters, namely the ratio between the height and wavelength
of the substrate corrugation, and the ratio between a surface energy and an elastic energy. The theory
shows that the complete contact state is always a local energy minima~in the zero temperature
limit !, but for large enough surface roughness the global minima correspond to a partial contact
state. We show that at nonzero temperature, the contribution to the free energy from the vibrational
entropy is very important, and favors the detached state. Computer simulations results are also
presented where we study more complicated roughness geometries and the influence of temperature
on the adhesion. Simulation results agrees well with the analytical predictions. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1558038#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Even a highly polished surface has surface roughnes
many different length scales. When two bodies with nom
nally flat surfaces are brought into contact, the area of
contact will usually only be a small fraction of the nomin
contact area. We can visualize the contact regions as s
areas where asperities from one solid are squeezed ag
asperities of the other solid. The area of real contact depe
not only on the pressure by which the solids are squee
together, but also on the adhesion interaction between
surfaces.1–4

One of us~B.N.J.P.! has developed a theory of conta
mechanics,5 valid for randomly rough surfaces, but neglec
ing adhesion. We have also studied the role of adhesion,
when the contact between the two solids is complete,6 and
when partial contact occur on many length scales.7 Adhesion
is particularly important for elastically soft solids, e.g., ru
ber or gelatin, where it may pull the two solids in dire
contact over the whole nominal contact area.

In this paper we consider the adhesion between an e
tically compliant solid~referred to asblock! with a flat sur-
face and a rigidsubstratewith a cosine-corrugation profile
In a previous publication8 we have presented some results
this model in the limit where thermal effects can be ignor
Here we consider finite temperatures, and show that the
brational entropy gives a very important contribution to t
free energy, which favors the detached state. These the
effects are studied both analytically and via computer sim
lations.

The influence of surface roughness on the adhesion
tween rubber~or any other elastic solid! and a hard substrat
has been studied in a classic paper by Fuller and Tab9

They found that already a relative small surface roughn

a!Electronic mail: b.persson@fz-juelich.de
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can completely remove the adhesion. In order to underst
the experimental data they developed a very simple mo
where the adhesion force was obtained by applying the c
tact theory of Johnson, Kendall, and Roberts10 to each indi-
vidual asperity. We note that the formalism used by Ful
and Tabor is only valid at ‘‘high’’ surface roughness, whe
the area of real contact~and the adhesion force! is very
small. The theory presented in the following is accurate
any amplitude of the surface roughness, thus accounting
for ‘‘small’’ roughness, where the area of real contact is
the same order of magnitude as the nominal contact are

Johnson12 and Hui and co-workers,11 have studied a
similar model as considered in our paper. These authors
culated the pull-off force and the contact area betwee
semi-infinite elastic~or viscoelastic! solid with a wavy sur-
face, and a semi-infinite hard flat substrate.

We instead focus on the influence of surface roughn
on the adhesion between two solids of in principle arbitra
shape. We assume that the wavelength of the surface ro
ness profile is small compared with the diameter of the no
nal contact area. Under these conditions the pull-off force
given by the standard formulas for the adhesion betw
solid objects of different shapes~e.g., spheres or cubic
blocks, see Ref. 2! but with an interfacial free energygeff

which depends on the surface roughness as outlined in
following. This is a fundamentally different problem from
the one studied in Refs. 12 and 11, and we believe that
results are the first exact results in this context. Moreover,
take into account the thermal vibrations of the surfaces
contact, thus enabling us to study the finite temperature
tropic contributions to the effective surface energy.

We present nanoscale molecular dynamics simulat
and compare them to the continuum mechanics treatm
The simulations demonstrate the importance of proper tr
ment of thermal effects in contact mechanics.
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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II. CONTACT MECHANICS THEORY „TÄ0 K…

We present first a qualitative discussion about the role
the block-substrate adhesion interaction. When the block
forms and fills out a surface cavity of widthl and depthh
!l of the substrate, an elastic energyUel'Elh2 ~whereE
is the elastic modulus! will be stored in the block. Now, if
this elastic energy is smaller than the gain in adhesion en
Uad'2Dgl2, where 2Dg is the change of surface fre
energy per unit area upon contact due to the block–subs
interaction, then~even in the absence of the load! the block
will deform spontaneouslyto fill out the substrate cavities. A
very important parameter is thus the ratioQ52Uel /Uad

'Eh2/Dgl. If Q!1 the block will fill out the roughness
cavities resulting in complete contact, while forQ@1 the
contact~in the absence of an external load! will only occur at
the top of the highest surface asperities.

Let us consider a block with a smooth flat surface
contact with a hard substrate with a cosine-corrugationz
5h0 cos(2px/l), in the x direction and constant in they
direction. For small amplitude of the corrugation we exp
complete contact between the solids at the interface, w
only partial contact occurs for large enough corrugation,
Fig. 1. If the block is in contact with the substrate alo
strips of width 2a at the top of the cosine profile~see Fig. 1!,
then the local pressure distribution equals13,14

p~x!5p1~x!1p2~x!,

where

p152pE*
h0

l
cosS px

l D Fsin2S pa

l D2sin2S px

l D G1/2

,

p252s0F12S cos~pa/l!

cos~px/l! D
2G21/2

for 2a,x,a and zero otherwise. Herep1(x) is the pres-
sure distribution which gives rise to a cosine deformation
the contact region2a,x,a, while p2(x) gives rise to a
constant deformation in the contact region. We have defi
E* 5E/(12n2) where n is the Poisson ratio. The averag
pressure

FIG. 1. The detachment transition~schematic!. For small surface roughness
complete contact occurs in the nominal contact area~top!, while for large
surface roughness there is a jump to partial contact~bottom!.
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p̄5
1

lE2a

a

p~x!5 p̄11 p̄2 ,

p̄15pE*
h0

l
sin2S pa

l D , p̄252s0 .

The pressures0 is determined so thatp̄5s, wheres is
the external applied stress. This gives

s05pE*
h0

l
sin2S pa

l D2s.

In what follows we focus on the cases50.
The elastic displacement of the block surface

uz5uz
~1!1uz

~2! .

The displacementuz
(1) induced byp1 is given by13

uz
~1!5h0 cosS 2px

l D12h0 sin2S pa

l DF~x!,

whereF50 for uxu,a while for a,uxu,l/2,

F~x!5j~j221!1/22 ln@j1~j221!1/2#,

with

j~x!5
sin~px/l!

sin~pa/l!
.

The displacementuz
(2) induced byp2 is given by14

uz
~2!5

2

p
l

s0

E*
ln@j1~j221!1/2#

for a,uxu<l/2 anduz
(2)50 for uxu,a.

The elastic energy induced by the surface roughness
stored at the interface equals

Uel5
1
2E d2x @p~x!2 p̄#uz~x!,

and the adhesion energy is given by

Uad52A0Dg
1

lE2a

a

dxF11S duz~x!

dx
D 2G 1/2

,

with A0 being the nominal contact area. Using the abo
mentioned equations gives the total energy

U5Uel1Uad5A0E* lS h0

l
D 2

2S G~b,a!

2
b

pQE
0

1

dxF11S 2ph0

l
D 2

sin2~2bx!G 1/2D ,

~1!

whereQ5E* h0
2/Dgl, b5pa/l, and
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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G~b,a!52
p

8
sin2 b~sin2 b22!

2baE
0

1

dx cos~2bx!F12S cosb

cos~bx! D
2G21/2

1
b

3 S 12
2a

sin2 b
D sin4 bF12S p

2bD 2G3/2

1bS 12
2a

sin2 b
D 2

sin4bH S p

2bD lnF S p

2bD
1AS p

2bD 2

21G2AS p

2bD 2

21J , ~2!

where

j5
sin~bx!

sinb
, a5

1

2
sin2b2

sl

2pE* h0

.

Note that fors50 we geta5(1/2)sin2 b, which makes the
prefactors zero in the third and fourth terms in Eq.~2!, so
that ~for s50)

G~b,a!52
p

8
sin2 b~sin2b22!2baE

0

1

dx cos~2bx!

3F12S cosb

cos~bx! D
2G21/2

. ~3!

Figure 2 shows the variation of total energyU ~in units of
A0E* l) with the relative contact area 2a/l. Calculations
are shown for four different surface corrugation amplitud
h0 /l50.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. In the calculation we have u
E5500 MPa,l550 Å, andDg515 meV/Å2. Note that for
h0 /l50.4, 0.5, and 0.6 there are two local minima ofU, one
for complete contact (2a5l) and another for partial contac
(2a,l).

The stable-state~at zero temperature! relative contact
area 2a/l is determined by the global minima ofU as a

FIG. 2. The variation of total energyU ~in units ofA0E* l) with the relative
contact area 2a/l. Calculations are shown for four different surface corr
gation amplitudes,h0 /l50.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. In the calculation we ha
usedE5500 MPa andl550 Å andDg515 meV/A2.
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
,
d

function of a/l. Figure 2 shows that in general one ma
expect two local minima ofU as a function of 2a/l, one
corresponding tocomplete contactand another forpartial
contact. From Eq.~1! it is clear thata/l andU/A0E* l at a
local minima ofU(a/l) are functions only of the dimensio
less parametersh0 /l andQ. It is convenient to write

Umin52Dgeff A0 , ~4!

where

Dgeff5Dg3minH 2b

p E
0

1

dxF11S 2ph0

l
D 2

sin2~2bx!G 1/2

22QG~b,a!J .

In the definition of Dgeff we refer to the global minima
Figure 3 shows the variation of~a! the relative contact area
2a/l and ~b! the effective surface energyDgeff with the
amplitudeh0 of the surface corrugation, as obtained fro

FIG. 3. The variation of~a! the relative contact area 2a/l and ~b! the
effective surface energyDgeff with the relative amplitudeh0 /l of the sur-
face corrugation. In the calculation we have usedE5500 MPa andl550 Å
and results are shown forDg525, 15, and 5 meV/Å2. The curves have been
obtained by minimizing the total energyU with respect toa/l. The solid
curves correspond to the total minimum free energy configuration, while
dashed curves show the behavior when starting in the partial detached
for large h0 and then reducingh0 ; in this case the system is trapped in
metastable state@local minima ofU(a), see Fig. 2# before finally flipping
into the complete contact state at small enoughh0 ~vertical dashed lines in
the figures!, when the local minima vanishes.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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curves such as those in Fig. 2. Results are shown forDg
525, 15, and 5 meV/Å2. The solid curves have been ob
tained by minimizing the total energyU with respect toa/l,
while the dashed curves show the behavior when startin
the partial detached state for largeh0 and then reducingh0 ;
in this case the system is initially trapped in the partial d
tached state@local minima of U(a/l), see Fig. 2# before
finally flipping into the complete contact state at sm
enoughh0 ~vertical dashed lines in the figures!, when the
local minima vanishes. Note that, in accordance with
discussion in the beginning of this section, the transit
from the partial detached state to complete contact oc
whenQ'1 or h0 /l'(Dg/El)1/2. The solid line in Fig. 3 is
composed of two branches with discontinues derivative
the intersection point. The left branch corresponds to
fully attached state, and the right branch to a partial con
state.

Note that within the elastic continuum model~for an
infinite system!, with infinitesimal short-ranged wall–wal
interaction~so called, contact interaction! and at zero tem-
perature, the complete contact state is stable for arbit
high applied pull-off stress. The reason originates from
infinitesimal extent of the wall–wall interaction potential: a
infinite large stress must be applied in order to break
block–substrate bond@in such a way that the product of th
~infinite! stress and the~vanishing! bond distance equals th
~finite! surface energyDg]. At the complete contact stat
~for an infinite system! there are no crack edges~where the
stress would diverge! so that any finite applied stress wi
give rise to a finite stress everywhere at the interface. Th
within the present model the complete contact state is st
for any applied external stress. In reality, with a finite extent
of the wall–wall interaction potential~as is the case in the
molecular dynamics simulations presented in Sec. III!, the
complete contact will break at finite pull-off stress. At fini
temperature the breaking of the full contact will usually o
cur by the thermal nucleation of a penny-like detached a
~crack! in the highest tensile stress regions of the bloc
substrate interface. In the present case this is at the botto
a valley in the substrate roughness profile. For a finite sys
the bond-breaking~detachment! may occur by crack propa
gation, from the periphery of the contact area toward
center. However, exactly how the nucleation and propaga
of the crack occur does not interest us here.

The effective surface energyDgeff can be used directly
to determine the pull off force. For example, the pull o
force of an elastic spherical body~e.g., a rubber ball! from a
hard substrate is given by the standard formula10 FN

5(3p/2)RDgeff . This formula is strictly valid only for elas-
tically soft solids, and for rough surfaces only if the ba
radius R is large enough~compared toh) as discussed in
Ref. 15.

III. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

The above-presented theory is valid for any length sc
where continuum mechanics is applicable, and it is inter
ing to assess to what extent these predictions hold w
system size is decreased to nanoscale. We have perform
extensive series of molecular dynamics~MD! simulations for
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the same surface roughness profile as used previously,
for more complex roughness profiles, with and without th
liquid contamination films. These results will be report
elsewhere,15 and here we only give a few results related
the discussion above.

We have used the methodology described in Ref. 16
constructing the solid walls, with effective springs chos
such that long range elastic properties are reproduced.
walls were composed of single layer of atoms in a sim
cubic geometry, with stiff springs connecting neighbori
atoms, and soft springs connecting the atoms to a hard w
the spring constants were chosen so as to reproduce bot
short- and the long-range elastic properties of the solids
all simulations we were using a hard substrate~elastic modu-
lus E577 GPa) and an elastically ‘‘soft’’ (E50.5 GPa)
block, of vertical width 0.2 and 100 Å , respectively. Block
and substrate atoms interacted via pairwise additive Lenn
Jones potential chosen so that the change in the surface
ergy Dg'15 meV/Å2 at T50 K.

It should be stressed that the analytical model and
computer simulation model involve very different approx
mations of the same physical phenomena. In the analyt
model the adhesion interaction is infinitely short ranged, a
the surfaces are assumed to be able to slide relative to
other without friction so that the tangential stress at the
terface vanishes. We have also assumed thatDg does not
depend on the surface area, which should be a good app
mation for materials such as rubber or gelatin, which ha
high-mobility ~liquid-like! surface layers. The MD simula
tions, on the other hand, contain a discrete~and constant!
number of atoms, the adhesion interaction has a finite ex
and the elastic properties are treated in an approximate m
ner. Moreover, as we vary the height of the corrugation~at a
fixed number of particles! we change the local particles den
sity and hence the local surface energyDg, in contrast to the
analytical model whereDg is constant. Despite the differ
ences, the two approaches agree qualitatively very well
quantitatively to within a factor of 2–3, as demonstrated
the following.

We consider first a cosine corrugation in thex direction
and constant in they direction; this case can be directly com
pared to the theoretical predictions presented in Sec. II.
substrate atoms were connected to a rigid surface of
form:

h~x,y!5h0 cosS 2px

l D .

Figure 4 shows simulation snapshots~side view! during
decrease and increase of the surface roughness amplitu

In the simulation discussed in the following we used
cell of dimensionLx5l5100 Å and Ly5100 Å, in the
x and y directions, respectively. The substrate consist
39339 atoms and the block of 37337 atoms. The cell ex-
tend from2L/2 to L/2 along both thex andy axes.

At T50 K, as shown in Fig. 5~a!, the transitions be-
tween full contact and partial contact are abrupt. The tran
tions full→partial contact and the oppositepartial→full con-
tact occur at different roughness heights, i.e.,hysteresisis
observed during roughness variation. It is evident that o
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. A series of simulation snapshots~side view! illustrating roughness variation in the cylindrical symmetry case. Here we had a small syste
50350 Å, and surface energyDg'1 meV/Å2. ~a! Reducing roughness height. The two middle snapshots shows the state of the system just before a
after snapping to full contact.~b! Increasing roughness height. The two middle snapshots shows the state of the system just before and right after
between full contact and partial detachment.
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the range of roughness heightsh0 /l;0.15– 0.8 there exists
two stable energy minima. Figure 5~b! shows the results fo
Dgeff as a function ofh0 /l. It shows that forh0 /l,0.3 the
full contact state is the global minima, and for higher valu
the partial contact is the global minima. Given the differe
methodologies and assumptions, all simulations results a
very good qualitative and quantitative agreement with
predictions of the analytical theory~compare with Fig. 3!.

Figures 5~c! and 5~d! show the results17 of the same
roughness variations as before, but atT530 K. When com-
paring toT50 K @Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!# one can clearly see
that atT530 K the transitionfull→partial contact is signifi-
cantly shifted~from h0 /l'0.8 to 0.6) toward lower corru
gation height, whereas the transitionpartial→full contact is

FIG. 5. Simulation results for roughness ramping in the cylindrical symm
try case, atT50 and 30 K. Thex axis is the corrugation height normalize
by the wavelengthl5Lx . ~a! and~c!: contact area atT50 K andT530 K.
~b! and ~d!: Effective surface energy~Ref. 17! at T50 K and T530 K,
normalized by the surface energy for flat surfaces in full contact~at each
temperature!. The arrows are used to guide the eyes in the direction
height variation.
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e

much less affected, and actually shifted up fromh0 /l
'0.13 to 0.14. These observations are the results of b
thermodynamic and kinetic effects. The thermodynamic
fects comes from the entropic contribution~as discussed in
Sec. IV! to the free energy, which affects the two conta
states differently. Kinetic effects are briefly discussed in
following.

In Sec. II we pointed out that even if the partial conta
state has the lowest free energy, in the continuum mo
~with a contact interaction between the walls!, the complete
contact state will be stable at zero temperature, indepen
of the magnitude of external applied stress. When the wa
wall interaction potential has a finite extent, as in the pres
case, the complete contact state~at T50 K! will only be
stable as long as the tensile stress at the interface isevery-
where below the critical values* necessary to break th
wall–wall adhesive bonding. Thus, in the present case
T50 K, the block substrate bond will break when the tens
stress at the bottom of a valley reachess* . However, at
finite temperatures the transition from complete to par
contact will occur by the thermal nucleation of a penn
shaped detached area~crack!. This will occur even if the
stress at the bottom of a well is belows* . This is, at least in
part, the reason why atT530 K the transition from the full to
the partial contact state is significantly shifted toward low
corrugation height. Note also that when the system is in
partial contact state there is already a crack at the interf
and there is no reason to expect the transition from the pa
contact to the full contact to depend strongly on the tempe
ture, as observed.

We have also considered a system with a Gaussian
rugation

h~x,y!5h0 expS x21y2

2s2 D ,

wheres50.2Lx is the width of the Gaussian. Note thath0

here represents the height of the asperity, while in the co
asperity ~discussed previously! h0 was the amplitude~half
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the height!. Figure 6 shows the results of roughness variat
for this geometry. Qualitatively the cylinder~Fig. 5! and
Gaussian~Fig. 6! cases yield similar results, but there a
some important quantitative differences: First, it is obvio
that for the Gaussian asperity the contact area in thepartial
contact stateis very small. This is easy to understand sin
the surfaces make contact only at the asperity top, and
along a line as for the cylinder asperity case. Second, du
the high value of the surface energyDg, we could not obtain
in the simulations a detachment transition for this geome
Note also that the point at which thepartial→full contact
occur @Figs. 6~a! and 6~c!# is shifted to higherh0 /l as the
temperature is raised, and the temperature sensitivity
somewhat higher than in the cylinder case. Figure 6~b!
shows that the surface energy after thepartial→full contact
transition does not overlap with the value obtained from
simulations where roughness height is increased. The re
is that after thepartial→full contact transition, the system
was trapped in a local~nonglobal! minima with parallel
stresses which could not be relieved by thermal motion si
T50 K. At higher temperature in contrast@Fig. 6~d!#, we get
a very good overlap.

IV. FINITE TEMPERATURES: ROLE
OF THE VIBRATIONAL ENTROPY

The derivations in Sec. II were for zero temperatu
Temperature may influence the adhesion in many ways,
the elastic constants and the contact energyDg will depend
on the temperature, but these effects are easy to take
account~if the temperature dependence is known, e.g., fr
experiments! and does not invalidate the theory presented
Sec. II. On the other hand there are additional thermal eff
which are not included, and have to be considered separa
Kinetic effects, such as thermally activated processes~e.g.,
thermal nucleation of cracks as discussed in Sec. III! may be

FIG. 6. Simulation results for roughness variation of a Gaussian corr
tion, atT50 and 30 K. Thex axis is the corrugation height normalized b
the wavelengthl5Lx . ~a! and ~c!: Contact area atT50 K andT530 K.
~b! and ~d!: Effective surface energy~Ref. 17! at T50 K and T530 K,
normalized by the surface energy for flat surfaces in full contact~at each
temperature!. The arrows are used to guide the eyes in the direction
height variation.
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very important, and are not included in the treatment p
sented in Sec. II. Here we present a simple discussion a
another importantthermodynamictemperature effect, namel
the role of the vibrational entropy. We will study the fre
energyF, and we show that the contribution toF from the
vibrational entropy favors the detached state.

We have shown in Sec. II that at zero temperature, fo
given range of corrugation heights, there are two minima
the total energy versus contact area. If the amplitudeh0 of
the surface roughness is small, the global minima corresp
to a fully attached state. If the elastic solid binds strongly
the hard substrate, the combined system will have relativ
high-frequency interfacial vibrational modes and we can
glect their contribution to the vibrational entropy. Howeve
the free surface of the elastic solid will have low frequen
phonon modes which will give a large contribution to th
vibrational entropy of the unbound state.

The thermodynamic free energy isF5E2TS whereE
is the internal energy@given by Eq.~1! at zero temperature#,
T is the temperature andS is the entropy. At zero temperatur
the free energy is identical to the internal energy. At fin
temperature the entropy is important, since the partially
tached state the system has much greater vibrational ent
compared to the full contact state, thus lowering the f
energy of the detached state compared to its original valu
T50 K. In our model we assume that the surface vibratio
entropy of the elastic solid is completely suppressed at
contact because of the rigid nature of the substrate. It is e
to estimate the change in the vibrational entropy as
change the contact area. The contribution to the free en
from elastic surface waves can be expressed as a sum
the relevant normal modes. The free energy of a set
phonons is18

F5F01kBT(
n

logF12expS 2
\vn

kBT
D G

5F01kBTE
0

vmax
dvr~v!logF12expS 2

\v

kBT
D G , ~5!

where the summation goes over all normal modes,vn is the
frequency of thenth normal mode,kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, andr(v) is the phonon density of states. The cut-o
frequencyvmax is the maximal surface phonon frequency.
the elastic continuum model, the elastic displacement of
surface of a semi-infinite solid is the result of the Raylei
phonons and longitudinal and transverse bulk phono
However, here we take the simplest possible approach
just include the Rayleigh phonons. The contact area betw
the surfaces is in the form of a long strip. The Raylei
phonons can propagate only on the free~or unbound! surface
of the elastic solid with dimensionsLx5l22a andLy@Lx

@we assume that the edgesx56a6nl (n51,2, . . . ) are
rigidly attached to the substrate#. We simplify things further
by neglecting the small wave vector cut off which resu
from the finite widthLx . These are obviously crude approx
mations but they serve to explain some qualitative aspect
quite general validity. Therefore it is easy to show that t
density of states is

a-

f
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r~v!dv5
LxLy

2pcR
2

v dv, ~6!

wherecR is the velocity of the surface waves. We can calc
latevmax from the normalization requirement@using Eq.~6!#

E
0

vmax
r~v!dv5N,

~7!

vmax
2 5

4pNcR
2

LxLy

5
4pcR

2

l b
2

,

whereN5NxNy is the number of atoms andl b is the typical
bond length. Combining Eqs.~5! and ~6!, and settingx
5\v/kBT yields

F5F01
LxLy

pcR
2

~kBT!3

\2 E
0

u/T

x log~12e2x!dx.

Hereu is the characteristic temperature

u5
\vmax

kB
.

If the width of the contact area is 2a, it is easy to see from
Fig. 1 that Lx5l22a, where l is the corrugation wave
length. Therefore the expression for the free energy beco

F5F01
Ly

pcR
2

~kBT!3

\2
~l22a!E

0

u/T

x log~12e2x!dx. ~8!

Note that the result of the integral in Eq.~8! is always
negative. Therefore Eq.~8! shows that for a given tempera
ture T, the zero temperature free energy@Eq. ~1!# is supple-
mented by a term that increases the total free energy as
contact area is increased. Thus, forT.0 K the relative mag-
nitude of the two minima as well as the above-discus
barrier change, lowering the free energy of the partially
tached state and thus stabilizing it.

Figure 7 shows the variation of free energyF as a func-
tion of contact area, for various temperatures and fixed
rugation heighth0 /l50.4. In calculating those curves w

FIG. 7. Variation of free energyF as a function of contact area, for variou
temperatures and fixed corrugation heighth0 /l50.4.
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have used the same parameters as before, assuming
length l b52.7 Å and the sound velocitycR5730 m/s~cho-
sen in accordance with simulation parameters!. As expected,
increasing the temperature stabilizes the partially detac
state and thus makes it the favorable one. Moreover,
barrier for complete detachment also keeps decreasing a
increase the temperature, and at high enough temperatu
disappears completely, making the stable state correspon
complete detachment~no contact at all!.

The stabilization of the detached state with increas
temperature is consistent with our MD observations: as
increase temperature the transitions between the full and
tial contact states occur at smaller roughness amplitude
discussed in Sec. III, the strong reduction observed for
~complete contact→partial contact! transition may be due
mainly to the thermal nucleation of a crack, but there w
also be a contribution from the vibrational entropy effe
discussed here.

Finally, we note that the influence of temperature on a
hesion has been observed for biological membranes.
‘‘low’’ temperature a membrane may be~weakly! bound to a
~hard! solid wall, or many membranes may be bound
gether in a stack. In these cases, when the temperatur
creases a debounding transition to free membranes is o
observed.19–21This is again due to the loss of vibrational~or
conformational! entropy as the membrane is confined in t
adhesive state. Thus, thermal shape fluctuations renorm
the direct wall–wall interaction, increasing its repulsive pa
The renormalized interaction may be attractive or repuls
at large membrane separation, corresponding to a boun
an unbound state of the membranes. These two states
separated by a phase boundary at which the membrane
dergo an unbinding or adhesion transition. What we ha
shown above is that in many cases there may be a pa

FIG. 8. The contact between an elastic solid~dotted area! and a hard rough
substrate.~a! At low temperature complete contact occur between the sol
~b! As the temperature increases local detachments occur at the inter
This leads to an increase in the vibrational entropy which is the driving fo
for the detachments.~c! At high temperature a complete detachment tran
tion occurs.
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detachment transition before complete detachment occ
see Fig. 8. This latter scenario is, e.g., expected whe
membrane~or an elastic solid! bind to a hard substrate wit
surface roughness. For random surface roughness on m
different length scales, thermally induced detachments
likely to increase continuously as the temperature is
creased toward a critical temperatureTc , and forT.Tc the
walls are completely separated. The corresponding ph
transition is likely to be continuous. We suggest that it m
be possible to study the unbounding transition for rubbe
contact with a rough glass substrate if the right elastic mo
lus and surface energy is chosen for the rubber. Howe
since the elastic modulusE of rubber increases with increas
ing temperature~which would tend to induce detachments!,
it is necessary to know the temperature dependence ofE(T)
accurately, in order to determine the exact origin of the
tachments.

V. SUMMARY

We have presented an exact solution to a simple mo
of adhesion between an elastic body and a hard subs
with periodic roughness. When the two surfaces are in c
tact at temperatureT50 K they can adhere in either fu
contact~following exactly the roughness topography! or in
partial contact, where contact only occurs close to the top
the asperities. The preferred state is determined by a dim
sionless variableQ which is the ratio between the elast
energy and the adhesion energy. ForQ@1 the system will be
in partial contact state, while forQ!1 full contact occur.

In the intermediate rangeQ;1 the system may be in
either state, depending on the initial conditions. In the
cases, as a function of the contact area, we may have
energy minima, with some potential barrier separating th
At nonzero temperature thermally activated transitions
occur between the two states. We have shown how temp
ture affects the contact mechanics. In particular, increas
the temperature stabilizes the partial contact state~because of
the increase of the vibrational entropy!, and at even highe
temperatures there is a complete detachment transition.

Molecular dynamics simulations were employed to stu
nanoadhesion. We considered two idealized roughness ge
etries. The simulations are in good qualitative agreem
with the analytical calculations, and even quantitatively
within a factor of 2–3.
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